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Situational Navajo:
A School-Based, Verb-Centered Way of Teaching Navajo

Wayne Holm, Irene Silentman, Laura Wallace

Those who work in Indian-controlled school programs have had to learn
that, in talking to educators in other programs, what we see as a 'solution' in our
situation may well be seen as a 'disaster' in someone else's situation. We have
had to learn not to tell others 'the' wayour wayto do things. Instead, we
begin by explaining our situation in some detail. We explain why we do what we
do. We talk about our successes and failures to date; we may talk about our
residual problems. But we leave it to our listeners to decide how their situation
is similar to (and different from) oursand what parts of our program they may
decide to try or reject.

This is also true of Native-language immersion programs. What works in
one situation may or may not work in others. A native-language immersion pro-
gram must come to terms with, among other things, the structure of the language
they are trying to teach. Navajo is very much a verb-centered language. Navajo
verbs are intricately complex. But they are absolutely necessary. We have
struggled to find ways to make Navajo verbs accessible to non- or limited-Na-
vajo-speaking students. Our approach may or may not be useful to those who
are trying to teach other languages. Their program must give their children ac-
cess to the crucial features of their languages.

Two Demonstrations

We realized only after submitting this paper for publication that it is prob-
ably necessary to give readers some sort of 'feel' for what we're talking about.
In oral presentations, we have often prefaced the longer expository portions of
this paper with two brief demonstrations.

A noun-based calendar lesson
In the first demonstration, Laura usually takes a small group of adults from

the audience to act as students (These may or may not be Navajo-speakers; she
has done this both ways). She brings them in close to her to teach what we have
come to call "the calendar lesson." Using a mockup of an 'enriched' calendar,
she leads them through the months of the year, the days of the week, and the
numbers of the dates. The 'children' respond energetically and in chorus. They
may go on to colors, directions, shapes and the like. And, if they are Navajo-
speakers, she may take them on to clothing, body-parts, age/gender terms; she
may take them on to kinship terms and Navajo place names.

The 'students' usually respond well. They are 'interested.' They respond
readilyand in chorus. They are getting feedback that tells them they are doing
well. At the end of this lesson, we usually ask the audience what they thought of

From: J. Reyhner, 0. Trujillo, R. L. Carrasco & L. Lockard (eds.). (2003). Nurturing
Native Languages (pp. 25-52). Flagstaff, AZ: Northern Arizona University.



Nurturing Native Languages

this lesson. Some give cautious approval. Some are quite impressed. Someas
at Bozemantell us quite candidly that this was not a very good lesson. And if
they don't tell us, we tell them: this was intended to demonstrate a 'bad' lesson.
Laura is a good teacher; she can make even a bad lesson look good. But this
lesson didn't give children any real ability to communicate, We gave them very
very limited ability to communicate their needs or reactions to others. We only
gave them some ability to label (with nouns) and maybe to describe (with neuter
verbs). The reason that even non-speakers do as well as they often do with this
lesson is because, for them, they are basically reading texteven if they don't
understand what they are saying.

A verb-based lesson
In the second demonstration, Irene also takes a small group of adults to act

as `student-leamers.' Here it's better if most in this group are non-Navajo-speak-
ers. She teaches a very small portion of the Navajo 'handling verb' system. (In
Navajo, there is no generic verb for `to give.' In asking that someone transfer
(an) object(s) to you, you are forced to use one of perhaps a dozen verb stems
that have to do with the shape of the object: small-bulky, thin-rigid, flat-flexible,
open-contained, etc.

In Irene's lesson, she might start with two classroom objects. Say a pencil
and a sheet of paper. These require the slender-rigid and flat-flexible stems. She
might lead students to say the equivalent of '(object) to-me you-give' with the
two stems. If they do well, she might lead them to the reciprocal '(object) to-you
I-give.' We might end by having each student both request the two objects in
turn and also give the objects requested by another student to that student while
saying that s/he is doing so (The names of the objects are not necessarily impor-
tant. The Navajo names of a number of common classroom objects are rela-
tively complex nominalized verb-phrases--descriptions. We can pronominalize
them or we can say them in English. The important thing is that the children
begin to respond to the stems: to 'see' or 'feel' the shape of the action being
talked about).

Unlike the earlier lesson, this is not necessarily a 'fun' or an 'easy' lesson.
By lesson's end, each student is expected to 'perform his/her competence.' At
the end of a 'good' lesson with a 'good' group, the students may have learned
only four short verb-sentences: two commands and two action-related responses.
If they were non-Navajo-speakers, they still have had to work hard to do so.
Their command of these four verb-sentences is still shaky.

But, when we ask the participants for their reactions to this lesson, most
respond that they feel that they have actually acquired some small ability to
communicate. And they see that, if this were kept manageable and they felt
supported by the teacher, they could continue to build on this in the days to
come. It is this satisfaction of self-perceived mastery that is so often overlooked
as a powerful motivator in second language learning. This, then, is the experien-
tial background with which we hope you will approach the expository portion of
this paper that follows.
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Where We Are At

Given the declining proportion of students now entering school with some
ability to talk Navajo, it appears to us that only immersion-type programs have
any hope of enabling these students to acquire enough Navajo to join the adult
Navajo language-world. And, given the growing demands of state "standards,"
it appears that such programs are going to have to concentrate heavily on pre-
school, kindergarten, and maybe the first grade. What we are calling here "situ-
ational Navajo" might be the core of Navajo Language programs at those levels.

In the end, it's a question of what we really want for our children. If all we
want for our children is to 'appreciate' (the relative difficulty of?) Navajo or to
'know a few phrases' in Navajo, then any Navajo-as-a-Second-Language pro-
gram will probably do. But if we are serious about having our children learn to
actually communicate in Navajo, then nothing short of full immersion seems
likely to succeed. Some suggestions to help teachers to "stay in Navajo" and
provide an immersion experience for their students are given in Appendix A.

In an immersion program, we attempt to recreate, for a given length of time
and in a school setting, the situation in which their Navajo Language teachers
acquired Navajo as their first language. In that situation, as children, they needed
Navajo to communicate with those they lived among and loved.

We cannot recreate that situation in full. Most of our students already have
a languageEnglish. These students are already able to communicate in that
language. We can recreate only part of that situation by creating a situation in
which the students need Navajo to communicate. As Joshua Fishman told us
repeatedly in his oral presentations here on Navajo, if we want our children to
become able to communicate naturally in Navajo, we are going to have to do
some unnatural thingsin order to make up for lost time in radically different
circumstances.

There are those who say that having students go to school all in Navajo (at
least in the lowest grades) is to simply reverse the situation in which their mono-
lingual Navajo parents/grandparents were forced to go to school in English only.
But it is not that simple. In that earlier situation, in which Navajo students went
to school in English only, students and teachers could barely understand one
another: few students began with any English and few teachers knew any Na-
vajo. Students were able to communicate with their teachers only to the extent
that they had learned the English needed to do so. That was 'submersion' ; it was
sink or swim. And, academically, many of those students did not learn to swim
very well or very far.

In current 'immersion' programs, the teachers know both Navajo and En-
glish. They know the kinds of problems that English-speakers are likely to have
with Navajo. Unlike the (mostly) Anglo teachers that taught only in English,
these teachers understand what the students are saying in English; they under-
stand what the students are trying to say, in Navajo. They simply refrain from
usingor responding toEnglish with the students.
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Then too in the earlier 'submersion' programs, the students were compelled
to go to school in English; there was no choice. Most students were away from
homesometimes quite far from home. But all contemporary 'immersion' pro-
grams are programs of choice. Parents choose to place their children in such
programs; they can remove them at any time. And most of these children go
home every afternoon.

Situational Navajo

"Situational Navajo" is simply one kind of immersion program. It is "situ-
ational" because it takes many of the recurring situations in the school setting
and hopefully in (extended) family settings as welland makes those the core
of the Navajo Language program. We use many of these situations as opportuni-
ties to use and learn Navajo.

At the pre-school/kindergarten/1 st grade, this may be the 'core' interper-
sonal communication component of a more comprehensive Navajo Immersion
program. We may add singing, word-play, and the like. We may add verb-cen-
tered (pre-)reading and (pre-)math instruction; we may teach to (some of) "the
standards." But the verb-based interpersonal communication would be the core
of the total program. We deal only with that interpersonal communication 'core'
in this paper.

Situational Navajo might be the stand-alone Navajo Immersion component
of an otherwise English-language elementary-level program. For a given period
of time each day, we would conduct class all in Navajofocusing on verb-
centered interpersonal communication. This will not be as effective as "full im-
mersion" instruction, but it should be much more effectiveand more useful
than most Navajo-as-a-Second-Language instruction at this level.

At the junior high/senior high level, we might use situational methods to
convert otherwise book-based instruction into immersion instruction. Again, for
a given period of time, we would conduct class all in Navajo. The book-based
instruction would be placed in an interpersonal matrix of oral Navajo.

At its simplest, "situational Navajo" simply means 'using' the recurring
situations in the school day as opportunities to teach or practice verb-based phrases
or sentences. We say 'use' advisedly; this doesn't 'just happen.' We work hard to
organize and conduct instruction to get the most meaningful talk we can out of
these situations.

Other kinds of language
Before talking about some of the nuts-and-bolts of situational instruction

and practice, we need to talk about some of the other kinds of instructional
language that are needed in a situational program. Here we will talk about "for-
mulae," "gestures," "meta-Navajo," "survival Navajo," and (for lack of a better
term) "background Navajo." The distinctions may be somewhat arbitrary; they
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are intended to try to get teachers to try to think critically about the language
they use to guide instruction.

To put it rather bluntly: if teachers talk 'over the student's heads,' students
are going to 'tune out.' In self defense, they come to perceive the teacher's talk
as just so much 'static.' To keep the students 'tuned in' with them, teachers
really have to think about and control what they say.

1. Formulae: There are going to be situations where the student needs to
say things to the teacher that the student hasn't learned to say in Navajo yet.
There needs to be formulae by which a student is enabled to communicate suc-
cessfully in Navajo. One such formula is the one used early on in the Navajo
Immersion program at Fort Defiance:

The student says to the teacher, "Shild anilyeed" (`Help me')
The teacher acknowledges that s/he has heard the student.
The student makes his/her request in English.
The teacher 'chunks' the child's request into short Navajo phrases.
The child repeats these phrases (in Navajo).
Only then does the teacher respond to the child's utterance.

The unspoken message is 'Here things get done through Navajoand only
through Navajo.' No nagging. No preaching. This is conveyed by actions, not by
words; this is simply the way things are done hereabouts.

Of course, other formulae are possible. But what we need to establish, early
on, is that (almost) all communication will be in Navajo, and we need to give
students a way of communicating when their Navajo is not yet adequate to meet
their immediate needs.

To take the risks required for successful second language acquisition/learn-
ing, the students have to trust their teacher. The teacher has to earn their trust.
The teacher has to 'be there' for the studentsin Navajo; the students have to
sense that the teacher will 'be there' for themin Navajo.

In time, as students learn more Navajo, they become wiser about ways of
obtaining assistance. They may learn to compress or 'chunk' their English re-
quests. If they know the teacher will support their efforts, they may try what
they know is less-than-perfect Navajo. They may, in time, learn to ask just for
the word/phrase they need: saying (in Navajo) 'How do you say X'where X is
the English word/phrase for which they are seeking an equivalent. Or they may
learn to go to another, more knowledgeable, student first.

We are not language 'purists.' As noted earlier, the Navajo terms for a num-
ber of common classroom objects are relatively complex descriptions. Many
contemporary foods do not have even commonly-accepted descriptions. We have
no problem with studentsintent on communicatingusing some English nouns
in otherwise Navajo sentences. After all, English accepts thousands of nouns
from other languages without ceasing to be English. But we do have problems
with students using English verbs in place of Navajo verbsor of combining
the two.
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2. Gestures: At the beginning, students may not understand the directions
the teacher gives to elicit, or direct, the child(ren)'s production of Navajowhat
we call 'meta-Navajo.' This happens in all second-language learning: the learn-
ers have difficulty distinguishing between the content and the directions; the
learners repeat both:

Teacher:
Student:

"Here I am." You say that.
"Here I am; you say that."

It helps, particularly at the outset, to develop a set of gestures to help students
with gestures for such directions as: "Wait," "Listen," "Watch my mouth," "Re-
peat (after me)." "[Tell me] more." Also such things as "Tell me" or "Ask him."

As time goes on and the students become better able to sort out the instruc-
tional content from the meta-Navajo directions, the teacher would do well to
discontinue using gestures. After all, in the end, we want the students to become
able to respond to the oral meta-Navajo without the gestures: to use (Navajo)
language to help learn (Navajo) language.

3. 'Meta-Navajo': We need to be able to use Navajo to direct the students'
Navajo talk. At first, we must relay heavily on gestures (above). But, as teach-
ers, we need to find ways of giving directions to students about what to do/say
without having to revert to English. 'Meta-Navajo,' then, is the Navajo used by
the teacher to direct the Navajo obtained from the students; just those Navajo
phrases that are used (frequently) to elicit Navajo from the students. These may
be simple:

speech-related commands like: "Say [what I say]"; "Repeat [what I said]";
"[Say it] again"; "[Talk] louder"; "[Say it more] carefully"; etc.

directions like: "Tell me"; "Ask him"; etc.
questions used to elicit given forms, like: "What are you doing?" "What is
s/he doing?"; "What is this [action/thing] called?"; etc.

As Navajo language teachers we need to consciously select the meta-Navajo
phrases that we will use, explicitly teach them early on, and be fairly consistent
(particularly at the outset) about using the same forms.

4. Survival or interactional Navajo: Teachers need to ask things of stu-
dents and students have to say things to the teacher(s) that do not necessarily
involve the whole group (at least not all at the same time). These are not situ-
ational Navajo; they have to do with individual needs/wants and (at first) they
usually involve only the use of the 1 sg [singular] ("I" ) forms. These might have
to do with:

recurring but individual situations: sharpening a pencil, getting a drink,
going to the restroom, looking for a lost item, etc.

sickness, discomfort, or pain: a headache, a runny nose, a cold, an injury,
etc.
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feelings: tiredness, homesickness, appreciation, etc.

At first, the teacher may simply teach the necessary 1 sg ("I") forms of survival
phrases. But, as the students acquire more Navajo, and it becomes apparent that
more students need a given verb, the teacher may teach other forms of that verb
for example, the 2 sg ("you-one") or the 3 sg ("s/he") forms. In this way, the
students begin to get some insight into the structure of the previously unanalyzed
forms; what had been 'survival Navajo' is now taught more systematically as
'situational Navajo.'

5. 'Background Navajo': We probably need a better term but, for now,
let's use the term 'background Navajo.' In an immersion situation, restricting
ourselves to just that Navajo the students can say can lead to a relatively sterile
language-learning environment. Most good immersion teachers are able to closely
control the language they expect the students to fully understand and respond to.
But many good immersion teachers also talk a good bit of what we're calling
'background Navajo': language which is situationally appropriate but which the
students are not expected to fully understand or explicitly respond to. This may
be approbation, this may be encouragement, this may be further explanation,
this may be ' chatter' ; the students sense it as supportive 'background.' The stu-
dents may 'get the drift' because of the situation, but they may notand are not
fully expected tofully comprehend or respond to the actual wording.

Good 'background Navajo' is a balancing act. If there is no 'background
Navajo,' the environment may seem too language drill-like; it may become a
little too stressful. But if there is too much 'background Navajo,' or students
can't tell the difference between what they are expected to attend/respond to and
what is simply 'background Navajo, they may become inattentive.

The Navajo educator Anita Bradley Pfeiffer pointed out (in observations at
Rock Point many years ago) that second language learners cannot be expected
to 'attend' to all that is said all the time. In a harmonious teacher-student rela-
tionship, the students sense when to attend intently and when they may relax a
bit. This can seem, she said, as natural as breathing: inhale - exhale - inhale....
Good immersion teachers are able to communicate rather clearly to students
when the students are expected to attend/respond to what the teacher is saying
and when what the teacher is saying is just 'background.' This may signaled by
tone of voice; it may be signaled by slowing down and speaking more deliber-
ately; it may be signaled by eye-contact. However, it is signaled, and the stu-
dents of a good immersion teacher usually sense which is which.

Good 'background Navajo' is not necessarily lost. Good background Na-
vajo makes for a more natural language environment. And it may contribute to
developing the latent Navajo language abilities of the students.

Characteristics of Situational Navajo
Having gone through all the other kinds of language that are used in Navajo

language teaching, we are at last ready to discuss the characteristics of situ-
ational Navajo. Situational Navajo may be thought of as a way of trying to orga-
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nize instruction to give students a growing sense of how Navajo verbs work by
giving them incremental mastery of specific verbs that are needed for communi-
cating needs/wants.

1.A focus on verbs: Impressionistically, the English language-world seems
to be a world of things: things do things or things happen to things. The Navajo
language-world seems much more "a world in motion": everything is moving,
even if some things are (temporarily) at rest.

Navajo is a language of verbs. But Navajo verbs are difficult. As a result,
many teachersand studentsavoid verbs. They teach students mostly con-
crete nouns, maybe some abstract nouns, and maybe a few (adjective-like) neu-
ter verbs. But with just these words, students can only point and/or describe.
They can't really communicate much information that their native-speaker lis-
teners don't already know. If we want students to become able to communicate
through Navajo, we are going to have to enable them to use verbs for communi-
cation.

2. Tredictability': Navajo verbs are complexoften very complex. The
final element is usually the verb stemthe element that specifies the general
'shape' of the action. But preceding the stem are a large number of prefixes,
each one specifying a little more about the shape of the action. These prefixes go
together in analyzable but complex ways; the sounds of these prefixes are com-
pressed and/or altered; there are a number of sound changes or deletions that
often seem to mask the underlying forms.

Navajo verbs are intricately regular. The great linguist/ lexicographer Rob-
ert Young has said in oral presentations at Dine College that there may be no
more than 18-21 regular conjugationsno more, he says, than in Spanish. But
there are also a much larger number of morpho-phonemic rules that govern how
those prefixes are combined. Given one form of a verb, learners of Spanish can
often 'predict' many of the other forms of that verb. This is much harder for
learners of Navajo; given one form of a verb, it maybe rather difficult to predict
many of the other forms of that verb. And because, in a sense, many Navajo
verbs are sentence-like, some individuals may come up with slightly different
forms of what seems to be the same verb (They may be thought to be following
slightly different rules, or to be applying those rules in slightly different order).

Yet in the long run, this is what we want our students to be able to do: to
make good guesses about verb-forms they may have never heard. To 'know' a
language meansin some sensethat one has so internalized the underlying
'system' of the language that one can (often) produce (correctly) sentences one
has never heard (Remember: Navajo verbs are often sentence-like). Students
learn to talk Navajo not so much by hearing Navajo as much as by trying to talk
Navajoand getting supportive feedback. They learn to talk Navajo by making
guessescorrect guesses more often than incorrect guessesabout regular and
not-so-regular forms.

3. Jdentifying verb content: Here we will talk about how we select what
verbs to teach and what forms of that verb we will teach. In practical terms, this
emphasis on verbs strongly suggests that we identifyfor a given school situ-
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ationthe verb that seems to be most useful in that situation (This might be
washing hands, it might be hanging up coats, it might be writing one's name, it
might be asking for food, etc., etc., etc.).

We identify a situation in which we think it important that the children be-
come able to talk and respond; we pick out the one verb that we think will be
most useful in that situation. We can add other verbs later on: verbs that contrast
with or supplement the first verb. But for starters we identify one most useful
verb (Nounsor neuter verbscan be taught in the context of verb-ful sen-
tences; teaching nouns or neuter verbs in isolation is of little value unless they
can be fitted in to verb-ful sentences).

Navajo has a number of modesNavajo modes are something like tenses
in English and Spanish. In the beginning, we will work almost entirely with
verbs in the imperfective modewith forms in which it is not specified that the
action has been completed. These are the forms of most face-to-face here-and-
now interaction in Navajo. These are the forms with which one gets things done
in Navajo. In contrast, one of the problems with approaches based on writing/
reading 'stories' is that the verbs are usually in the perfective modethe forms
with which one gives accounts of what happened after they happened. These are
not the forms of most use in face-to-face interaction. Dialog-based materials
may be an exception. We need to explore ways of concentrating on imperfec-
tive forms and of deferring most perfective or more-distant future formsnot
to speak of iterative, semeliterative, usitative, or optative formsuntil later on.

Most Navajo verbs may be thought of as having ten/twelve basic forms in a
given mode-and-aspect. It doesn't seem to make much sense to try to try to
teach all twelve forms of each verb at the outsetsome forms are not used very
frequently.

1st person
2nd
3rd
4th

singular

"you-one"
"he/she/it"
"one"

dual plural
"we-two" "we-three-or- more
"you-two" "you three-or-more
"they-two" they-three-or-more"
(oblique) "they-two" (oblique) "they-three-or-more"

Example: to wash' (an object, such as hands)
1st person
2nd
3rd
4th

tándsgis
tain(Ogis
tánéigis
tiájigis

tánéiigis taddeiigis
tanáligis taidaohgis
tanéigis taddeigis
taajigis taidajigis

So, we might do well at the outset to limit ourselves to just the three forms
shown in the box: the 1 sg ("I") form, the 2 sg ("you-one") form, and the 3 sg
("s/he") form. It may be useful, for some verbs, later on, to teach the 1 plural and
2 pl forms: these are used when the teacher gives commands to a class and the
class respond as a group. The so-called 4th person forms are not much used by
limited speakers except in set phrases. Neither are the dual forms; and many
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dual forms can be 'predicted' by removing the da- prefix from plural forms. So
we might limit our initial teaching to just three of the possible ten/ twelve forms.

But most Navajo verbs involving the motion of people take different stems
for the singular, dual, and plural. These include verbs for such actions as coming
in (an entrance), sitting down, lying down, standing up, walking, running, and
(by extension) helping. We can often set aside the dual and the 4th person forms
as less commonly used; but we may still have to initially teach at least six of the
twelve possible forms:

'to go' singular dual plural
1st person déyd deee dazh deekai
2nd person diniyá dishoo'dázh disoohkai
3rd person deeyd deezh'dazh deeskai
4th person jideeyi jideezh'iázh jideeskai

In Situational Navajo, we try to select high-utility forms of those verbs.
Utility is the criterion. Where possible, we select verbs that can be used for a
number of related situations. We try to avoid forms that can refer to a relatively
limited or uncommon actions: we try to select forms that can apply to a number
of different situations. For example, we might select a transitive form of the
verb 'to wash (X)' because it can be used not only with washing hands but with
other body parts and other objects as well.' We might select a form of the verb
'to make (X)' as in 'to make (i.e. write) one's name because the verb 'to make'
can be used much more widely than the verb meaning (only) to write (A time
may come when we will be able to identify some of the verbs most needed in
school-like settings, analyze the paradigms those verbs take, and then try to
group together verbs taking similar paradigms to facilitate generalizations. We're
not ready for that yet).

Navajo verb forms supply a great deal of information specifying the shape
of the action. Fluent speakers tend to analyze actions semiconsciously. But un-
less Navajo Language teachers carefully monitor which forms they use, they
may slip into so many different situation-specific forms that few students will
sense the underlying regularities. Instead of saying "He's washing his hands,"
the teacher might say, "He's washing his hands again" or "He repeatedly washes
his hands" or "He washed his hands." For this reason, we have found that it
helps the teacher to actually write out the paradigm of the verb s/he intends
to teach. Not for the children but to enable the teacher to keep from 'slipping
off-paradigm.' To help the teacher use fairly consistently the forms that are most
likely to lead the students to 'sense' the way that verb works.

4. What we teach: We do not teach students to 'conjugate verbs' as such.
We do want themmore like native speakersto 'sense' or 'feel' which verb

'But, it turns out, only with 'impermeable' objects like hands, face, dishes, etc.;
not with 'permeable' objects like clothes that require a different conjugation.
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goes with my doing the action, with the person I'm talking to doing the action, or
with some third person I'm talking about doing the action. This is built up by
having considerable and varied experience in using the appropriate forms while
the action is actually going on.

We want students to be able to do more than just answer the questions we
having considerable and varied experience in using the appropriate forms while
the action is actually going on.ask. Of course we want them to do that; but we
want them to be able to do much more. At the very least, we want students to be
ablefor a growing number of high-utility verbsto be able to:

make simple statements in all three persons:
He's washing his hands.

negate simple statements in all three persons:
He's not washing his hands.

ask aoo'/dooda-type questions in all three persons:
Is NAME washing his hands?

answer aoo'/dooda-type questions in all three persons:
Yes, s/he's washing his/her hands.

correct mistaken aoo'/dooda-type questions in all three persons:
No, s/he's not washing his face ; s/he's washing his/her hands.
No, John's not washing his hands; Mary's washing her hands.

ask ha-type questions
that query the actor:

Who's washing his/her hands?
to answer such a question:

NAME is washing his/her hands.
that, in some cases, query the object:

What's s/he washing?
to answer such a question:

He's washing his hands.

Note that the generalized questions: What am I doing? What are you doing?
What is s/he doing? are considered to be meta-Navajothey can be used with
any demonstratable verb.

In time, we may teach students some of the simpler ways of relating or
combining two sentences. But the ability to use the simple sentence-types noted
above will give students considerable ability to converse and communicate.

Teaching situationally
We make a basic distinction between what we call verb-based 'instruction'

and verb-based 'practice' or 'use.' In the one we concentrate on consciously
teaching the use of two or more verb-forms. In the other, we try to exploit recur-
ring situations during the day to practice the forms we have just been teaching.
But before we discuss these two basic activities in more detail, we need to talk
about some of the characteristics about teaching situationally.
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1. Thinking/talking out loud: Some would say that there is a tendency in
everyday Navajo life to focus on getting things done (right) with a minimum of
talk about those actions as we do them. And some would say that there is a
tendency in everyday Navajo life to avoid doing things in publicincluding
talkingthat one does not do well. Carried into Navajo language classrooms,
these attitudes can lead to semi-verbal or almost nonverbal classrooms. In these
classrooms, teachersor aidestend to set up for academic-type instruction as
quicklyand as non-verballyas possible. Getting ready for such instruction
may not seem important; it's the 'real' (academic) instruction that they see as
being important. The classroom routine may be pretty much the same day after
day. So they may just gesture to tell the students what they are to do next. Or
they may literally move the first child to get the others to follow on. We expect
those students who do not know what to do next to follow those students who
do. Or, when all else fails, these people may give very brief oral instructions
in English.

These attitudes and actions actually make it more difficult for students to
acquire Navajo in a school setting. If we are really serious about enabling stu-
dents to acquire/learn Navajo situationally, we're going to have to bracket or
suspend such actions. Instead, we are going to have to take Navajo language
learning as importantmaybe more importantthan the academic content. Every
activity can be exploited for its language-instruction or language-practice po-
tential. It turns out that the language of 'getting things done' is often more 'real'
and more 'useful' than print-based language instruction. We have to learn to
exploit these recurring situations for their language-learning/-practice potential.

We learn to talk by talking. We learn to attendlisten intentlywhen we
are mentally preparing to respond with talk and/or action. We have to turn our
classes into talking classes. Everything we do there is something we could talk
about. The real problem is not finding something to talk about but deciding
which things to teachand practicenow, and which things we may have to let
go until later. We have to concentrate on a few things at a time, teaching them
and practicing them well. Then, while continuing to practice those things, we
can concentrate on new things, constantly accumulating more language and more
'feel' for how the language works.

2. Talking 'verb-fully': A corollary of talking about what we are doing as
we do it is that we focus on verbs. We are not concerned with Miss Fidditch's
insistence that we talk in "complete sentences" or "full thoughts." In Navajo (as
in, say, Spanish) it is possible to make sentences without separate subjects or
objects; these can be contained as pronomial elements within the verb phrase.
We are talking about giving students lots of meaningful practice with verb-forms
to help them acquire a 'feel' for the appropriate forms in given situations.

When a native-speaker responds to a question with Aoo' or Ndaga' or even
a one-noun answer, we assume that the speaker could, if need be, supply the
appropriate verb forms and whatever else may have been 'deleted' or left out.
Other native-speakers will understand what has been 'deleted' but is 'implied.'
But this is not necessarily the case with second-language-learners of Navajo.
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They may not be able to supply what has been deletedwhich often includes
the verb-form. These learners need lots and lots of practice in coming up with
the right verb-forms. So we insist that students respondin all but the most
trivial casesusing a phrase/sentence with a verb-form. (Once learners become
reasonably proficient, they are able (in more natural out-of-class situations) to
'delete' as native speakers do.)

3. 'Response-ability': When a native speaker ofNavajo is asked to do some-
thing, s/he may acknowledge in some way that s/he has heard the speakers. But
s/he is not too likely to state explicitly that s/he is performing that action while
doing so. It seems 'unnatural' to do so. But the real strength of the situational
approach is that talk and actions are coordinated. Students come to 'sense'
which form to use because it 'feels' right. So when we ask a student to do some-
thing, we expect the student to say what s/he is doing. If we ask a question, we
expect the student to respond with a statement containing the appropriate form
of the verb. The same is true in instructional or practice where one student com-
mands or questions another. This may seem 'unnatural' to the teacher. But they
will accept it if the teacher is consistent, keeps things manageable, and is sup-
portive.

Incidentally, part of 'survival Navajo' should include what a student should
say if 'caught napping.' We should (almost) always expect a student called upon
to respond. We teach the students requests such as: "Would you repeat?" com-
ments such as "I don't understand" or "I don't understand X," and excuses such
as "I wasn't listening." If sitting tight and saying nothing gets you out of such
situations, we shouldn't be surprised if more and more students do so. We should
actively 'expect' an answer from a student called upon. This means waiting until
s/he can formulate one. This is not 'punishment' ; it is simply 'communication.'

4. Reception/production: We also make a distinction between language
we expect students to respond to and language we expect students to produce
themselves. As will be seen below, we might give a 2 sg ("you-one") command
to students to perform a given action on one day. We would expect the students
to respond with the appropriate action and a 1 sg ("I") statement that they are
performing the action. We would not, at this stage, expect them to produce the 2
sg ("you-one") form, only to respond to it. But in the next session, we might
move on to have the students command one another using the 2 sg ("you-one")
form. Having responded to this is previous sessions, this should not be per-
ceived as completely `new.'

5. Contrast/choice: In the earliest stages of presenting a new form or new
material, we may have students simply repeat what we model. But we want to
move fairly quickly into situations where we are contrasting one verb-form with
at least one another. We manage the situation so that students show us whether
they (probably) understand the contrast by making an appropriate choice. This
may be as simple as using the 1 sg ("I" form of the verb when carrying out an
action one has been commanded to do but using the 2 sg ("you-one") form when
commanding another student to carry out this same action. We build up three-
way (and larger) contrasts incrementally, by introducing only one new verb-
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form at a time and contrasting it with those forms already taught. We think that
the importance of this incremental buildup by two-way contrasts cannot be
overestimated. A frequent response to adults-as-learners of another language in
demonstrations in Christine Sims stimulating cross-language workshops is, "You
were trying to teach us too much!" While students may master initial three- or
four-way contrasts over a number of sessions, not all students are likely to do so
in a single short session. In more school-like settings, this is likely to lead to
unnecessary student frustration.

The same principle is at play in introducing new vocabulary. Where pos-
sible, we should introduce nounsor neuter verbsin the context of known
verbs. For example, once having learned the forms of the verb to handle a solid
bulky object, we might introduce the words for 'ball' and maybe 'book.' And,
later on, maybe the words for 'red' and `yellow'and the words for 'large' and
'small.' Thus, we would (eventually) teach object-names, colors, sizes, etc. But
we would do so in the context of verb forms for 'object small-bulky at rest,'
'picking up small-bulky object,"setting down' small-bulky object, 'giving small-
bulky object,' etc. These neuter verbs would become useful in specifying which
objects one wants moved. In isolation, these neuter verb-forms are practically
useless.

Organizing for instruction
In teaching situationally, we distinguish between two basic activities: verb-

based 'instruction' and verb-based 'practice' or 'use.' We may select a given
verb that we think important and work on that for a week. We set some time
aside each day to 'instruct' students in forms of that verb, cumulatively build-
ing up their mastery of the forms of that verb. And every time a situation can be
usedor contrivedwhich requires that verb, we have students 'practice' one
or more of the forms we have been teaching. In a sense, the 'instruction' is more
like theory; the 'practice' more like application. We want students to go back
and forth between theory and applicationbetween 'instruction' and 'practice.'

We also have to provide for on-going review of verbs already taught. From
time-to-time, we need to review (or reteach) certain verbs that were taught in
earlier 'instruction' sessions. And, from time-to-time, we need to provide for
review of verbs used in the 'practice' sessions.

As the year goes on, students should begin to accumulate facility with a
growing number of verbs in a growing number of situations. Part of the teacher's
role is to keep adding to that accumulation while providing on-going practice
and review of verbs taught earlier.

Verb-based instruction
We suggest setting aside a certain time or times each day in which we ex-

plicitly teach verb-forms. The length of these sessions would vary with the age
and background of the children. With younger children, it might be better to
have several shorter periods. This should be done earlier in the day, when the
students are still fresh. Groups should be small; if there is an aide, the aide can
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either act as a second teacher or conduct other activities that allow the teacher to
work with smaller groups (If the teacher and the aide 'team-teach,' then they can
model both 'parts' of an exchange, and the one can 'coach' the children's re-
sponses to the other). We want to be able to checkat (almost) every step along
the waythat each student can do what we are expected all to do. It is extremely
important that we seriously try to "leave no kids behind"no lambs either.

In the simplest form of a verb-based unit, as taught to non-speakers at the
preschool level:

We might teach the 1 sg ("I") form on Monday. Once we have taught this,
we might elicit it from the students in a number of different ways: ges-
tures, commands, questions, etc. But all that the students would actually
have to say in that first session would be the 1 sg ("I") form. Before we
quit, we should test each student's ability to do so.

We might teach the 2 sg ("you-one") form on Tuesday. The students may
have been expected to respond to this form in their responses to 2 sg
("you-one") commands and questions on Monday. But they weren't actu-
ally expected to produce the 2 sg ("you-one") formyet. Now, on Tues-
day, we might expect them to produce the 2 sg ("you-one") form. And to
contrast the 1 sg ("I") form with the 2 sg ("you-one") form in a number of
different sentence-types: responses, commands, questions, etc. Again,
before we quit, we should test each student's ability to use both forms
appropriately.

We might introduce the 3 sg ("s/he") forms on Wednesday. We might have
student one (S 1) give a command to student two (S2) and have S2 mine
the action while saying what s/he is doing. The teacher might then ask the
group, "What is S2 doing?" and then lead them to say, "S/he is X-ing."
But we have learned working at Lukachukai, and it may be better to post-
pone a close three-way contrast until the following day.

On Thursday then, we might move to a close three-way contrast. S1 com-
mands S2, using the 2sg ("you one") form. S2 mimes the action and re-
sponds, using the 1 sg ("I") form. Student three (S3), asked by the teacher
(or S1) what S2 is doing, responds with the 3sg ("s/he") form. This re-
quires very close attention. If the three way contrast collapses, the teacher
may have to go back and build it up as a series of two-way contrasts.

Head Start runs on a four day week. But in other situations, a Friday ses-
sion can be used to give additional practice on the three-way contrast of
verb forms, introduce appropriate nouns or neuter verbs, and review (and
reteach if necessary) in a relatively systematic way verbs taught earlier.

In sum, there are simpler and more difficult ways of eliciting verb-forms in
given persons. We don 't want to limit this all to teacher-ask-and-student(s)-
respond(s). We also want to have students ask; we want students to learn to
initiate. Part of becoming a good immersion teacher is learning many ways of
eliciting given forms and making this elicitation appear relatively natural.
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Characteristics of verb-based instruction
We will talk briefly about specific eliciting techniques in the Appendix B.

But before we discuss verb-based 'practice,' we would like to make several
additional points about the conduct of verb-based instruction.

1. Realism: We want the students' talk to be meaningful. And we want to
get as much meaningful talk from the students as possible. But by "meaning-
ful," we mean plausible: that the language fits the (imagined) situation of the
speakers. Some teachers become so intent on what they think of as realism that
they set up elaborate time-consuming situations out of which they get only a
little student-talk. These are not very efficient. Setting up the situation may take
more time than the actual talking; and usually only a few students actually get to
talk. Too much 'realism' can actually distract from language learning. For ex-
ample, students being taught computation with pieces of candy may become
more interested in getting some candy than in learning either language or com-
putation.

On the other hand, some people become so intent on giving the students lots
of 'practice' that they allow that practice to devolve into mere repetition of what
the teacheror other studentsjust said. That is not meaningful practice. We
constantly have to fmd a balance between 'realism' and 'practice.' It's usually
better to find ways to have students 'act out' actions symbolicallyto mime the
actionsin ways that are reasonably meaningful but which allow considerable
practice for all.

2. Participation: At the Linguistic Institute at the University of New Mexico
in 1995, Berkeley language-educator Lily Wong Fillmore showed and commented
on a number of classroom videos. One of these involved a contrast between a
relatively open classroom in which the teacher worked one-on-one writing sto-
ries from student dictation and another rather structured classroom in which
students moved in groups between the teacher and the aide in oral activities in
which each student in turn was expected to respond. Asked which group learned
the most (second languageas shown by end-of-the-year testing), most assumed
that the students in the relatively open class did. Some of the more outgoing
students in that class did well, but some of the shyer students did not. In the
relatively structured class, almost all students had done reasonably well. They
had been expected/ required to talk in situations in which outgoingness /shyness
was not a factor. Without necessarily being quite as structured, we do have to
find ways to assess what we have tried to teach (almost every day)and pro-
ceed on the basis of that assessment.

In the instruction sessions we try to end almost all lessons by setting up
little test-situations that require each student in the group 'perform' what has
been taught. In the little during-the-day practices, we also expect each student to
'perform' what has been taught.

It is one thing to 'say' that we expect every student to learn. It is another to
actually do so. The actions are ever so much more powerful than the words. We
have to select what is really important. We have to 'chunk' it so that all can learn
it. We have to actually check to see if all have learned it. And if some have not,
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we have to find other, more effective, ways to teach it. Again, self-perceived
success is a very powerful motivator. Too many students don't experience it
often enough to come to expect it.

3. Expectations of success: One of Lily Wong Fillmore's studies was de-
scribed above. We feel very strongly that teachers should not only expect all
students to succeed, they should also organize and conduct instruction so that
the students actually do master each day's objectiveor if they don't, that the
teacher comes back in the next session to enable them do so. Here again the
teacher's actions speak so much more loudly than their words.

Some of the implications of teaching for mastery in the verb-based 'instruc-
tion' sessions are as follows. Teachers should:

select verbs that they think are the most important;
start the lesson with an explicit objective: what is it that they actually
expect each student to be able to do by the end of this lesson?
make it clearby their actionsthat they actually expect each student to
master the material taught that day (In time the students come to realize
that if they as a group have not mastered the material, the teacher is going
to give them more time/assistance);

present material incrementally in small 'chunks%
lead students to sense contrast and to choose;
teach in ways that all students get relatively meaningful practice;
teach in ways that enable the teacher to tellat each stageif all the
students are 'getting it' ;

continually adjust their presentation on the basis of this feedback;
by the end of the lesson, assessformally or informallythat each stu-
dent has achieved the objective of that lesson;

plan the next lesson(s) on the basis of what how well the previous lesson(s)
went.

4. Assessment: Some teachers simply 'broadcast' questions to the class;
those who (think they) know the answer respond. These teachers may not notice
that only a relatively small proportion of the students are answering most of the
questions; some students almost never volunteer to answer a question. While
calling for volunteers may be appropriate when introducing new material, or
when the teacher is trying to fmd out what the students as a group already know,
it is inappropriate throughout language lessons.

Language learning tends to be cumulative. The less the students have mas-
tered to date, the more difficult it is going to be for them to proceed. The teacher
owes it to the students to try their best to bring all the students along. The teacher
does this by not only having an explicit objective for the lesson but by often
breaking even that objective up into even smaller 'chunks' in 'building up' mas-
tery of the objective. The teacher assesses students' mastery of these smaller
chunks as they go along and adjusts their instruction on the basis of this feed-
back.
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This need not be overly formal testing. It can be contriving a short simple
situation in which each child in turn has to use appropriately the forms being
contrasted in that lesson (The teacher should start the lesson with this assess-
ment in mind; most of the lesson should be involved in preparing the students to
become able to do that). And if some don't, it's not the end of the world. Assess-
ment is part of every lesson. In time, the students come to realize that if they
can't do what is expected (yet), the teacher will not scold or punish them: they
will be given them more time and attention until they all do achieve the objec-
tive. This is perhaps the hardest thing for new immersion teachers to do. It is
often humbling to learn that, after we have worked so hard, that some of the
students still cannot do what we said they would be able to do by the end of the
lesson. We want to move faster. We would like to believe that because we have
worked so hard and some of the students can do it, that 'they all know it.' But
this kind of self-deception usually leads to growing confusion and discourage-
ment on the part of those students that just don't get it.

Second language learning is difficult. Learning Navajo as a second lan-
guage is particularly difficult for English-speaking children. Second language
learners often tend to feel that, no matter how hard they try, they are never quite
right. Breaking language-learning down into small discrete activities helps stu-
dents to succeed. And perceiving themselves to be successful is important: com-
ing to expect that they will usually succeed motivates students to learnand to
want to learnNavajo.

We as teachers also need to succeed. If we teach any old way, many stu-
dents will not progress beyond the beginner level. We, too, get discouraged.
Setting small but explicit objectives, teaching toward those objectives and as-
sessing those objectives helps both the children and the teacher succeed. This
need not become 'mechanical' or 'clinical.' There is great scope for creativity in
finding ways that help all students succeed. And good teachers can present les-
sons as a series of challenges in which most of the students succeed most of the
time.

Time and space do not allow us to elaborate here all the ways in which we
can have students use the forms of given verbs in statements, negations, correc-
tions, aooVdooda-type questions, ha-type questions, responses, etc. This is where
language teaching as engineering ends and language teaching as art begins. Good
teachers can make this both challenging and fun. Students come to realize that,
while this is challenging, the teacher is there for them and will assist and support
them until they are able to do what is expected. While getting lots of relatively
meaningful practice with specific verbs, the students are beginning to get a 'feel'
for how that particular verb works and, ultimately, a sense of the underlying
'system' for many similar verbs. And the students will begin to get a 'feel' for
the ways in which the basic underlying sentence patterns are transformed into
negations, questions, corrections, etc.

Having a growing ability to understand and communicate in Navajo, stu-
dents are better prepared to 'attend to' the Navajo around them that most had not
really 'tuned in' to before. And, we hope, to start participating. That is the hope
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of school-based Navajo instruction: that it will serve as a catalyst to enable stu-
dents to begin to participate in the ongoing Navajo language-world around them.

Verb-based practice
We talked earlier about two kinds of activities: verb-based 'instruction' and

verb-based 'practice' or 'use.' We have already discussed verb-based 'instruc-
tion'; now we will talk about verb-based 'practice' or 'use.'

We talked, in verb-based 'instruction,' about selecting a single verb form
and working on at least a few of the forms of that verb for a week (or more). We
teach the forms of that verb in the 'instruction' sessions. But, in addition to the
'instruction' sessions, we must also seek opportunities throughout the school
day to 'practice' or 'use' the verb-forms we have been teaching. This means that
every time we have an opportunity for students to use some form of that verb,
we do so. We look forsometimes we contrivesituations where we can have
the students 'practice' one or more of those verb-forms we have been teaching
in the 'instruction' sessions that week. We are looking for short simple exchanges
in which we can get (at least) one form of that verb from each child while the
action is being performed

Let's take as an example working with the verb `to wash (one's hands).' In
Head Start, there's a lot of hand-washing. There are seldom enough sinks for all;
the children have to take turns. During the week that they are being instructed
about that verb, these times are opportunities for teachers to conduct various
kinds of exchanges with the students in line. Some examples:

Teacher (T) COMMANDS Student (S): Wash your hands.
S RESPONDS WHILE WASHING HANDS: I'm washing my hands.

T LEADS Gr TO COMMAND S: Wash your hands.
S RESPONDS WHILE WASHING HANDS: I'm washing my hands.

T LEADS S TO COMMAND S AT SINK: Wash your hands.
S RESPONDS WHILE WASHING HANDS: I'm washing my hands.

T ASKS S WASHING HANDS: What are you doing, NAME?
S RESPONDS WHILE WASHING HANDS: I'm washing my hands.

T LEADS Gr TO ASK S WASHING HANDS: What are you doing?
S RESPONDS WHILE WASHING HANDS: I'm washing my hands.

T LEADS S TO ASK S WASHING HANDS: What are you doing?
S RESPONDS WHILE WASHING HANDS: I'm washing my hands.

T ASKS S WASHING HIS HANDS: Are you washing your hands?
S RESPONDS WHILE WASHING HANDS: Yes, I'm washing my hands.

T LEADS Gr TO ASK S WASHING HIS HANDS: Are you washing your
hands?
S RESPONDS WHILE WASHING HANDS: Yes, I'm washing my hands.

T LEADS S TO ASK S WASHING HIS HANDS: Are you washing your
hands?
S RESPONDS WHILE WASHING HANDS: Yes, I'm washing my hands.
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Here we have shown nine relatively simple exchanges: three each, based on a
command, a ha-type question, and an aoo'/dooda-type question. When students
become more proficient. They can begin to deal with somewhat more difficult
situations such as:

T ASKS S WASHING HIS HANDS: Are you washing your feet?
S RESPONDS WHILE WASHING HANDS: No, I'm not washing my
feet; I'm washing my hands.

T ASKS S WASHING HIS HANDS: What are you washing?
S RESPONDS WHILE WASHING HANDS: I'm washing my hands.
T ASKS Gr ABOUT S WASHING HIS HANDS: Who is washing his
hands?
Gr RESPONDS: (NAME) is washing his hands.

Each of these could be asked by the teacher, by the group, or by an individual
studentanother nine exchanges. We have shown eighteen different ways of
eliciting a 1 sg ("I) statement of students. The teacher could also lead students to
ask somewhat more unusual 1 sg ("I" ) questions:

S ASKS Gr WHILE WASHING HIS OWN HANDS: Am I washing my
hands?
Gr RESPONDS: Yes, you are washing your hands.

S ASKS Gr WHILE WASHING HIS OWN HANDS: Am I washing my
face?
Gr RESPONDS: No, you are not washing your face; you are washing
your hands.

S ASKS Gr WHILE WASHING HIS OWN HANDS: What am I doing?
Gr RESPONDS: You're washing your hands.

S ASKS Gr WHILE WASHING HIS OWN HANDS: What am I wash-
ing?
Gr RESPONDS: You're washing your hands.

Each of these is a very brief exchange in which each S is expected to utter a
single sentence. Each is short and (relatively) simple. Most/all could be done in
the time the students are waiting their turn to wash their hands. In thisway, we
continue to give students 'practice' on the verb forms that we have been work-
ing on in the 'instruction' sessions.

We have shown here more than 20 ways of eliciting just the 1 sg ("I") form.
There are more, and there are as many ways of eliciting 2 sg ("you-one") and 3
sg ("s/he") forms. We could use half a dozen different ways of 'practicing' (the
three forms of a given verb) every day for a week without ever repeating our-
selves. While in any given activity, some students may 'catch on' that they should
say from what other children have said/done, still the choice between forms and
the cumulative practice should help lead them acquire a 'sense' of how that
particular verb works.
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Summary

In "Navajo Immersion," we attempt to recreateto the extent that we can
in a classroom settinga situation in which the student needs Navajo to com-
municate. Not only all instruction but all interaction goes on in Navajo. "Situ-
ational Navajo" is intended as a relatively simple approach to Navajo Immer-
sion in which we take the recurring situations that occur during the class as the
curriculum. It is not necessarily a total Navajo language program, but it would
be the core of such a program.

The teachers select a recurring situation in which they think it is important
for their students to be able to communicate. The teachers identify the verb(s)
most needed in that situation. They block outfor themselvesthe imperfec-
tive paradigm of that verb, identify which forms they will teach, and when they
will teach them. They then set out to teach those forms of that verb in such a way
that they add only one form at a time, contrasting each new form with the forms
already taught. The teachers insist that students speak verb-fully and that they
use the appropriate form of the verb in all but the most trivial utterances. They
lead students to use and contrast those forms in statements, negations, aoo'/
dooda-type questions, ha-type questions, and responses (including corrections).

Over time, the students begin to accumulate more and more Navajo. Hope-
fully, they begin to 'sense' some of the regularities involved in Navajo verb
formation and some of the regularities in making and transforming sentences in
Navajo. These verb-forms are taught in the verb-based 'instruction' sessions in
which the teachers focus on the verb being taught that week. These same verb-
forms are actively expected in 'practice' situations throughout the day. Teachers
useand/or contrivesituations throughout the day in which to practice the
forms being taught in the instruction sessions.

In the 'instruction' sessions, it is important that:

the teachers have a clearcut expectation (objective) of what they expect
each child to become able to do by the end of that session;
they give all of the students varied practice with those verb forms, con-
trasting them with other forms of that verb and of other, related, verbs;
at the end of the session, they assessformally or informallywhether
or not each child can now do what was expected;
they plan the next lesson based on the results of the assessment of this
lesson.

This doesn't need to seem mechanical or clinical; students can be led to
see this as a challengeone in which they will, if they try, usually suc-
ceed.

In the 'practice' activities, the teachers find ways to have each child use at
least one form of the verb being taught that week in a situation in which that
activity is a part. These activities must be short and sweet. Well-run activities
get a bit of language from every child in little more time than it would have
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taken to conduct those activities non-verbally--or in English. These activities
are continually varied. And actively 'expected' of each child.

In sum, then teachers try to set up "talking classrooms" in which students
talk about what they are doing as they do those things. The emphasis is on verbs.
Nouns and other parts of speech are taught in the context of verb-ful sentences.
The assumption underlying "Situational Navajo" is that Navajo verbs are very
difficult but absolutely necessary for meaningful communication. They are deeply
and intricately regular, and it is those underlying regularities that will ultimately
allow new speakers to say things they have never heard before. That is our long-
range objective: to have our students become able to say things (correctly) that
they have never heard. Learners are more likely to begin to 'sense' some of
those regularities in situations in which the verb-forms we expect students to
acquire are selected and presented and practiced in ways that make some of
those regularities more accessible to students.

Note: As the Navajo Nation Language Project I, the three authors of this paper
worked three summers with small groups of experienced Head Start Teachers to
produce three resource books: Situational Navajo, Interactional Navajo, and
Instructional Navajo (pre-arithmetic only). These are not textbooks but resource
materials; teachers wanting to teach language in a given situation may find sug-
gestions about selecting and teaching a specific verb in that situation. If we were
to do this again, we would include the full paradigms in the text, and we would
be more explicit about the eliciting techniques. But Navajo Immersion teachers
may still fmd these helpful. The first book has been reprinted several times at
Dine College-Tsaile. At the end of the Navajo Nation Language II project, in the
fall of 2002, there were still a limited number of copies of all three books in the
Office of Dine Culture, Language, and Community Services in the Division of
Dine Education in Window Rock. Appendix A contains a summary of sugges-
tions for staying in Navajo (Navajo immersion) from the 2003 Directory of sec-
ondary Navajo language programs published by the Navajo Nation Language
Project in the Division of Dine Education that was funded by Administration for
Native Americans (ANA) Grant No. 9ONL0125.
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Appendix Al
A Teaching Technique fur Stutational Naval()

Staying int Navajo
Om date moat Omens Wadi:tees h staying in Nov*
Vibe nc1wr1l =that abe Will Ind leea aceeptEighth, trhe dmuld not be

pctd ittnt etatten continunto talk With totetr. mon conancn cate,. and they
wita do so in the know dint in mica for tem

To stry in.Nevajaohe 'teacher often his So Amplify ralikdiy. Think ittraugb what
pm in spits; to dix TWA. theteasitthc vetb oevathe dor anttltiolutely neancuy Whit

Cicatom, act oto, sird vook thoomb thooe ;W:dreofOtotkoh who tioderWitrnd
tbe matcowhanver i tikes b 4get Ihteugh', Tiry to be contistenttrl to we the mot web-
foot* in the woe akentions, FatikidEptel, tit yov we 'to teach thew& infektith WO.
oriaitthe fOrrn *the folocribetivc ONCSIPit OPPO, Fonowtog the vtleth peardigin for &Kea
ci theltroV.elr. .es0104;

StT,ffl Distributtimnentlf10
Idift

*Wen
NI Mlle& Mt& kilobit% Wad Mita

Here is an exaroploota. oatrated firek halm wing oclythe imth fianfirik
T: Dia pod fella &WM ortAyttligi bfdraiwreliinit- ilittgoobti obitArebstO6

dookek. Aspo raked to wire yout outte in the air. tchI thc
chlierciVattoicces Nimbi" dila* Wag

s: sway &hMr 'IAN writ** =Me in aid.
T X4 Aso nl1iLzhi ItjinL toll put tomb down], Aztin ThI4om o

ShIrIV &Mitt tanking atom bald, NAME. el n12111 niIM1, Hick% boa
oneini?
Shlriti' &WM now In air].
Thiis aii,ity wal until all &lichen. ere calkd won Miming the procedure
above. At the end 1r will nit Heil% Sidetwiillei
Atwood with, Shied?

The Mowing arc the puothinno ibc the vat) JAM in dic Pt:Win but) am thc NO=

fafectim
Situ* (11 rftii tf2) thet6bundlir Meal f1+1

Shi 11hba Etna !Wen Imo

aLtrISOMMSS".1.,31011011WILIII.MTM,410:411111M -41-420
Pr &Alm &Wit=

future:
Ittfirnill',4 %maw' in Dual m Dllutuivr Plural 0,14
4-1111f?

Shi
dlIll klonlIN It Opiainettlift

ildon1ttl ildoolfg adeidooliit

'From: Navajo Nation Language Project, Division of Dine Education. (2003).
Directory of secondary Navajo language programs (Funded by ANA Grant No.
90NL0125, WH NNLP 10/01), pp. 30 & 68.
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Speeti le To:Wpm
Although ootoltoot are odoo Onvonistati -sluy NuvOo", ninny are not IhnWItainti tran4w1**1

analivaese wine sped& feehnkpiewthetc ere WHY ftatee. We ttrotlly mammal Imam
totesiAila each ether Et be betteergnsted aa deg WA situitinas where lite

*tukotrtrylo Cam them 1st& tan illwAsh.
UAW* ass oil NIS*
1) Thiel' cibenshsafeedigatentalaly. Keep them short sad iimpintry an use the saine verhstvera
kern Eti4 consistently. Met angdge
O BM bi eiteieffin Ineneet the &mew whoi and Ace Melt isissibit In& tiv you hive in
ROAM .6ftlibille littipkiSQ that ibipwill be topaiatok. Tty to 11Mil ate anti= to tom=
ihmilinui Ihmecit d*.tts eleizt After giving de drediaM DIY WeLigit Oast in Menne poke Ci
or welbakl run We et the slotentereees dru directinns.

hartitatvnja. Think ihroug thetfavida yea tun tains tmuiecllo aka blk hum the atuderits,
e,t, sew alba m anywisal sly, wiz ineasisdia, Ufa Intatirfithat, au* itec, Tends some arthese
cub wok until caws' knm undl usaandU ra viaduct
er.) tun be ultd in plawnranambasitesessata issete4iewdo direttion. You uee
WonOvum Was lik kavratne Of 4tgle.
v) 144 tkillengrkis Wittikit Mt itnnadrnwpiages1 r srptasynn et fitfff tffifirlytfic it
Da abral IPIPAtabrit AM* bbeit Dtp FAO& Don't tansizied
vi) legit ihe atOenta appkvflint sweat Ohmic Om tuella ene is De" wnist? or
8AIVIrth14011' Telt /ludo* dttei yin alma them.16 reply bneetiy vdien mked If theyowipeund.
Astrid wins =gnawed.
v0 Teeth 'bosh:ems tom* sollirtuttlat qutifiltim TWA Ultima repeza iffrendens(ns
*Iva) wa itter, ill elk cenfernatism qucedeesebole directions, or about 'Punta.

Ph6 itoptadtg Se students ttenitutinilk
l) Ugh thestotonts unniimul giustusliheSkailatiOved foes* (whelp froNeonn soli*
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betn. Theshekra &Oa liteleadtav Ad AtkaDe eV z EEO& Only &askew tbe lodge
feiPtakt, Tbebnigehreessap "You hem ney it in Nefeiptogm Wings lima =adhere

Ainocn- Worn berhabe Otulents gfito: of ssottiOntates &ratan haw. Built= heap
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in !rephrase pIptelifelueseld Nalletlo. litic iftifictTlinnittsin &Akre, might ik Wit
talitzwe).
Catiriettint or extending stteileute Kulp
i) AR usellinlotilloquetlionus iryen wan Oryingin k PM you nehtitind whet-kis&
1i1ttn1 intrYthg my, Mimshem& lb soled tltc nettnel, Mt the enuiteVe quettion maybe
in tk WIM Pent& irSk the Walther MAY tan la SUPP111114 MIMI kat 10* eitatIt *said tese.
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Appendix B
Eliciting Techniques

We focus primarily on the 1 sg ("I"), 2 sg ("you-one"), and 3 sg ("s/he")
forms of most verbs. There are many different ways of eliciting a given form of
a verb without requiring the students to produce forms of verbs they have not
been taught yet. These are not the only ways of presenting and developing these
forms; they may not even be the best. They are shown here to give Navajo Im-
mersion teachers some sense of what we're talking about.

In teaching, we find that the way we present a given formfor the first
timemay be somewhat different from the way(s) in which we develop the
student's comprehension of that verb form.

Below, we show ways of both presenting and initially developing compre-
hension of the 1 sg ("I"), 2 sg ("you-one"), and 3 sg ("s/he") forms of a given
verbhere, to wash one's hands. With some modifications, these methods should
work with most verbsalthough imperfective verbs in momentaneous aspect
can present some problems.

A. 1 sg ("I") forms.
Probably the simplest way of presenting the lsg ('I") form is for the teacher

to mime the action while making the statement that s/he is performing that ac-
tion. The teacher then leads the students to mime washing hands while making
the statement that they are doing so. (It may help if the teacher points to himself/
herself at the beginning to make clear that s/he is talking about himself/herself.
Later on, we might use a circular motion suggesting inclusion to indicate 1 pl
("we-three-or-more").

Presentation:
T: MIMICS WASHING HANDS, POINTS TO SELF,

SAYS: "I'm washing my hands."
GESTURES TO STUDENTS TO DO THE SAME

T/Gr: MIMIC WASHING THEIR HANDS, POINT TO SELVES,
SAY: "I'm washing my hands."

Development
T: COMMANDS [GROUP]: "Wash your hands [2 sg form], addressing each

Student"
Gr: MIMIC WASHING HANDS, RESPOND: I'm washing my hands.

T: SIGNALS 'WAIT' WITH HAND-SIGNAL,
COMMANDS: Wash your hands
PAUSE; THEN CALLS ON A STUDENT BY NAME: John

S: RESPONDS: I'm washing my hands.
T: CONTINUES, RAPID FIRE, CALLING RANDOMLY ON ALL STU-

DENTS
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By the end of the development, students should be able to respond to the 2
sg ("you-one") command. But they are expected to actually say only the 1 sg
("I") form at this stage. Pauses are important because teachers often call on a
student and then give a command or ask a question. Once the teacher has called
someone's name, all the other students are 'off the hook' and can quit paying
attention. By giving the command or asking the question first, the teacher is
getting all of the students to attend to the oral directions. Even if s/he calls on
only one student, all of the others should have 'rehearsed' their responses in
their heads. In this way, we begin to get the students to 'think' in the language.

In time, the students should be able to use the 1 sg ("I" forms) in a variety of
situations. But, as much as possible, they should do so either while actually
mimicking the action (in 'instruction') or while actually doing the action (in
'practice').

B. 2 sg ("you-one") forms
Perhaps the simplest way of presenting the 2 sg ("you-one") form is to lead

one student to command another to carry out the action. Having been commanded
by the teacher with the 2 sg ("you-one") form in the previous day's activities,
the students are now led to give, as well as respond to, 2 sg ("you-one") com-
mands. The teacher begins by working with a single student but moves on into a
"chain drill."

Presentation: review
T: COMMANDS [TO Sl]: Wash your hands.
Sl: MIMICS WASHING HANDS AND RESPONDS: I'm washing my hands.

Presentation: new
T: GESTURES TO Sl, THEN TO S2

INSTRUCTS [S I]: Tell S2, "Wash your hands."
Sl: COMMANDS [S2]: Wash your hands.
T: INSTRUCTS [S2] Tell Sl, "I'm washing my hands."
S2: MIMICS WASHING HANDS AND RESPONDS: I'm washing my hands.

T: GESTURES TO S2, THEN TO S3
INSTRUCTS [S2] Tell S3, "Wash your hands."

S2: COMMANDS [S3]: Wash your hands.
T: INSTRUCTS [S3] Tell S2, "I'm washing my hands."
S3: MIMICS WASHING HANDS AND RESPONDS: I'm washing my hands.

...TEACHER CONTINUES WITH EACH PAIR. EACH S HAS TO GIVE
A 1 SG RESPONSE AND THEN GIVE A 2 SG COMMAND

Development: chain
T: GESTURES TO Sl, THEN TO S2

INSTRUCTS [SI]: Tell S2 "Wash your hands."
S1 : COMMANDS [ S2]: Wash your hands.
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S2: MIMICS WASHING HANDS AND RESPONDS: I'm washing my hands.
T: INDICATES BY GESTURE OR COMMAND FOR S2 TO COMMAND

S3
S2 COMMANDS [S3]: Wash your hands.

... [ONCE THE CHAIN DRILL IS STARTED, T SHOULD NOT HAVE
TO TELL EACH S WHAT TO SAY.
THE GROUP CONTINUES UNTIL ALL STUDENTS HAVE TAKE BOTH
'PARTS]

Alternative presentation: review
T: COMMANDS [S I]: Wash your hands.
S: MIMICS WASHING HANDS AND RESPONDS: I'm washing my hands.

Presentation: new
T: GESTURES TO S 1, THEN TO HIM-/HER-SELF

INSTRUCTS [S 1]: Tell me, "Wash your hands."
S: COMMANDS [T] Wash your hands.
T: MIMICS WASHING HANDS AND RESPONDS: I'm washing my hands.

T: PAIRS OFF S1 AND S2
GESTURES TO S I, THEN TO S2
INSTRUCTS [SI]: Tell S2 "Wash your hands."

51: COMMANDS [S2]: Wash your hands.
S2: MIMICS WASHING HANDS AND RESPONDS: I'm washing my hands.

... [TEACHER CONTINUES PAIR BY PAIR. BUT ONCE CHAIN DRILL
IS STARTED, T SHOULD USUALLY NOT HAVE TO TELL Ss WHAT
TO SAY]

This sort of cooperating pair activity can be further developed as a group activ-
ity where (all) the "I 's" command (all) the "2s" and vice versa. "Tell him/her"
or "tell me" are not specific to a particular situation. They are considered to be
meta-Navajo; they can be used in situations with almost any verb.

C. 3 sg ("s/he") forms
Probably the simplest way to elicit a 3 sg ("s/he") form is in response to the

question "What is s/he doing?" (It might be remembered that this question is
also considered meta-Navajo since it is used with any and all verbs). The teacher
begins with a pair of Students.

Presentation: review
T: COMMANDS [Si]: Wash your hands.
S I: MIMICS THE ACTION; RESPONDS: I'm washing my hands.
T: GESTURES TO S1 AND THEN S2

INSTRUCTS [SI]: Tell S2, "Wash your hands."
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Sl: COMMANDS [TO S2]: "Wash your hands."
S2: MIMICS THE ACTION, RESPONDS: I m washing my hands.

Presentation: new
T: ASKS [S1 ABOUT S2]: What is S2 doing?
T: SUPPLIES ANSWER: S/He's washing his/her hands.

RESPONDS: S/he's washing his/her hands.

Development [modified chainstudents in (semi-) circlel
S I : COMMANDS [MORE DISTANT S3]: Wash your hands.
S3: MIMICS THE ACTION, RESPONDS: I'm washing my hands.
Sl: ASKS [CLOSER S2] What is S3 doing?
S2: RESPONDS: S/he's washing his hands.

Here again, there are many ways of eliciting 3 sg ("s/he") forms. The more ways
the student learn to respond, the more likely they are to respond to the language
rather than just imitate what others do in that situation. We hope the reader can
infer how the 1 pl ("we-three-or-more"), 2 pl ("you-three-or-more"), and the 3
pl ("they-three-or-more") forms might be elicited. Key to this is some sort of
inclusive gesture intended to show that we are talking about a group rather than
an individual.
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